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Abstract The corpus of the scientific literature has reached
such size that a lot of useful data, dispersed throughout millions
different articles, are now hard to recover. For instance, many
articles in the biological domain describe relationships between
entities (gene, proteins, small molecules, etc.) yet this crucial
information cannot be efficiently used because of the difficulties
in retrieving it automatically from unstructured text. Databases
are striving to capture this valuable information and to organize
it in a structured format ready for automatic analysis. However,
the current database model, based on manual curation, is not sus-
tainable because the limited support is not compatible with com-
plete and accurate coverage of published information. Several
proposals have been put forward to increase the efficiency and
accuracy of the curation process. Here we present an experi-
ment, designed by the editorial board of FEBS Letters, aimed
at integrating each manuscript with a structured summary pre-
cisely reporting, with database identifiers and predefined con-
trolled vocabularies, the protein interactions reported in the
manuscript. The authors play an important role in this process
as they are requested to provide structured information to be ap-
pended, in the form of human-readable paragraphs, at the end of
traditional summaries. The structured text will be an integral
part of Medline abstracts. In 6 months time the experience
gained with this experiment will form the basis for a community
discussion to propose a widely accepted strategy for information
storage and retrieval.
� 2008 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Pub-
lished by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Over the past century, keeping abreast of the experimental

facts in a specific and limited domain of biology was within

the reach of any interested scientist. However, the ever-grow-

ing deluge of published information has made this task

increasingly impracticable. In addition biologists have begun

to consider that some cellular phenomena are only understood

by using a holistic viewpoint where the behavior of the parts is

intimately interconnected and explicable only in reference to

the whole. This further expands the amount of information

to be retrieved and integrated in modeling a biological phe-
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nomenon since a limited local analysis of the protein web

might obscure long-range network effects.

Much of this information is available but it is hard to re-

trieve and interrelate as it is spread over 17 million articles re-

ferred to in PubMed. The reasons for these difficulties are well

known: the authors refer to the same biological entity in sev-

eral different ways, or spell their names differently, and have

plenty of expression for describing the same relation between

two entities. In addition gene and protein name ambiguity,

both inter and intra species, presents a significant roadblock

[1,2]. Furthermore, the authors often forget to include in the

text information that looks obvious to them but is essential

to unambiguously identify the participant entities and to fully

describe the experimental approach used to provide evidence

of their relation. As a consequence, the ever-improving text-

mining tools have a hard job to retrieve and disambiguate rela-

tionships between entities.

In addition, as already remarked [3], one major limitation is

that the current structure and organization of articles in tradi-

tional bio-science journals are ill suited to capturing the rich-

ness and variety of information originating from modern

research and making it readily available to the scientific com-

munity. For instance, large datasets cannot be published in the

traditional article format and are offered as supplementary

data that need a stable digital storage. The stability of electron-

ically stored information is a growing issue given the common

experience of online version of articles linking to non-existing

or empty web sites. On the other hand, editors and referees are

becoming increasingly more demanding and insistent on the

‘‘larger picture’’: solid observations, which cannot be sold as

a full story, are often set aside because investment/return con-

siderations do not make following up the initial observation

worthwhile.

Gerstein and colleagues have pointed out that some of these

limitations could be overcome if editors encouraged the

authors to cooperate in the preparation of structured, com-

puter-readable information to be published as an appendage

to the traditional abstract [4]. In the community debate follow-

ing this proposal, Hahn et al. remarked that any attempt to try

to involve the authors in presenting their results in a structured

format is likely to meet several difficulties [5]. Their arguments

can be summarized as follows:

� Scientist will not find time to delve deeply into the intricacy of

the terminology of different online term repositories, such as

Gene Ontology [6] or PSI [7] and others. Thus identifying the

correct description of their experiments and findings might

turn out to be an insurmountable task for most authors.

� Terminologies for the many sub-domains in the life sciences

are incomplete. This would be even more severe if the
blished by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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authors were required to encode relational descriptions

such as ‘‘P1 binds P2’’ since these types of vocabularies

are poorly developed.

� The third and possibly most severe hurdle is represented by

the quality and reliability of the author supplied content

description. Even trained professional annotators are liable

to errors while terminology choices are often subjective.

As an alternative they suggest that automatic procedures

based on ever-improving text-mining tools could reach the

same goal without author involvement and reviewer interven-

tion [5].

The relative merits of the two strategies (structured abstracts

and automatic annotation) and the value of hybrid ap-

proaches, where automatically generated annotation is vali-

dated and complemented by human input, are discussed in

greater detail in the accompanying reviews by Seringhaus

and Gerstein [8] and by Leitner and Valencia [9]. In this short

review we will focus on retrieval and storage of information in

the specific domain of physical interactions between proteins

and we will present the experiment organized by FEBS Letters

and the MINT database to evaluate the authors� willingness

and competence to participate in the process by providing

structured annotation.
Fig. 1. Increasing gap between published information and curation by
IMEx databases. The estimated number of publications reporting
protein interactions each year was estimated by searching PubMed
with the keywords ‘‘protein interaction’’. The fraction of retrieved
articles containing protein interaction information was approximated
by manual scan of 100 abstracts.
2. Protein interaction databases

One viable solution to data overflow is the development of a

strategy to build knowledge bases and to organize at least part

of the information published in an article in a computer-read-

able form in databases.

In the protein interaction field, the recognition of the com-

plexity of the dynamic network describing all the possible com-

plexes that may be formed in a cell, has stimulated the inception

of a number of efforts, such as DIP [10], BIND [11], MINT [12],

Intact [13], HPRD [14] or BioGRID [15], in an attempt to rep-

resent all the experimental evidence about protein interactions.

Differently from analogous efforts to capture distinct types of

information-rich datasets, such as DNA sequences, protein se-

quences or protein structures, the protein interaction databases

initially worked in isolation and failed to agree on a common

data model and exchange format. In addition, because of lim-

ited funding, no database was equipped to achieve complete

coverage of the published interaction information and users of-

ten faced the problem of combining the datasets stored in the

different databases. This often turned out to be a complex task

because the different databases adopted different schemas, did

not share common controlled vocabularies or used different

identifiers for the protein partners. Thus, even users with access

to bioinformatics expertise were confronted with the burden of

developing distinct scripts to parse the information down-

loaded from the different databases.

In 2004 several major databases coordinated under the um-

brella of the Proteomic Standard Initiative (PSI) of the Human

Proteomic Organization (HUPO) established a Molecular

Interaction (MI) working group and developed a first version

of a common XML interchange format (PSI-MI1.0) which

was swiftly adopted as a standard by most databases and soft-

ware developers [7,16].

Recognizing the necessity of further coordination, in 2006

five public databases have formed the IMEx consortium

which, building on the PSI-MI standard, aims at optimizing
the usage of the limited resources by sharing the curation effort

and exchanging data. The members of the IMEx consortium

are committed to curating manuscripts at the same high level

of detail according to a published standard (http://imex-

sourceforge.net) and to exchange these records on a regular

basis. At the time of writing the active members of the IMEx

consortium are Intact, DIP and MINT. However, the consor-

tium is open and several other databases are considering join-

ing it by meeting the IMEx standards. As a consequence of

these initiatives it is now relatively easy to integrate all the re-

cords in the different databases and further analyze them by

using a number of PSI compatible analysis software. Soon,

when the IMEx consortium becomes fully operational, the user

will be able to download the same integrated set of records

from each of the member databases.
3. Literature coverage

The members of the IMEx consortium have chosen to ad-

here to a common standard and to cover a substantial amount

of details describing the features of the interacting proteins and

the details of the experiments supporting the interaction. This

detailed curation is time-consuming and we estimate that the

curation of a complex article and its quality control by a sec-

ond curator may take up to 4 h of a trained curator time.

Over the past 3 years MINT, Intact and DIP, the active

members of the IMEx consortium, have been able to obtain re-

sources to support an average of two curators per year. This

investment proved to be largely insufficient to keep pace with

the regularly increasing information flow. This is clearly illus-

trated in the graph in Fig. 1 where the steadily growing curve

represents an estimate of the growth trend of articles contain-

ing protein interaction information published in a year, while

the lower, almost flat curves illustrates the trend in the number

of articles which the three IMEx databases were able to curate.

We do not need sophisticated analyses to conclude that the

chosen strategy, at the current steady, albeit unsecured, rate

http://imex-sourceforge.net
http://imex-sourceforge.net
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of funding, is bound to lead up to an increasing gap between

the interaction information produced by the scientific commu-

nity and the one annotated in public databases. We can con-

template a number of possible alternative or complementary

solutions.

� Decrease the level of annotation detail to speed up the cura-

tion process, a strategy chosen by other databases. We fear,

however, that after adopting such a strategy we might soon

find we have failed to capture all the information we would

need for a system level understanding of the protein interac-

tion web. Although most analyses of protein networks pres-

ently only use simple information such as protein A binds

to protein B, slightly more sophisticated approaches cannot

do without details such as the experimental set up that sup-

ports the interaction, the domains of the two partners medi-

ating complex formation and the kinetic constants

whenever available.

� Increase database funding so that more curation effort can

be invested in the capture and annotation of published

information. Given the trend in Fig. 1 we estimate that

the funding should be increased by approximately a factor

of four.

� Rely on automatic annotation, which is much cheaper, is

not biased by inconsistent human choices and whose per-
Fig. 2. Workflow of the FEBS Letters
formance is steadily improving. However, as discussed in

the accompanying review by Leitner and Valencia, we do

not have yet reliable tools to extract the level of detail we

are aiming at with sufficient coverage and precision.

� Use a combined strategy where the curators� performance is

optimized via the implementation in the curation pipeline of

automatic annotation tools. Similarly, human intervention

can be envisaged in a validation process of computer gener-

ated content.

� Distribute the workload over the entire scientific commu-

nity by asking the authors to contribute to increasing the

information content and accuracy of traditional articles

by adding structured information associated with database

counterparts and biological ontologies.

In the following section we present a pilot experiment designed

by the editorial board of FEBS Letters in collaboration with

the MINT database to explore the feasibility of this last strat-

egy.
4. The FEBS Letters experiment

Although in principle any relation between biological enti-

ties can be represented in a structured format, in this initial
structured abstract experiment.
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phase we focus on physical interactions between proteins be-

cause the entities (proteins) can be effectively mapped to a high

quality database (Uniprot) [17] and community agreed con-

trolled vocabularies exist for describing protein interactions

and experimental evidence [16,18]. Thus, thanks to the PSI-

MI and IMEx efforts, the protein interaction domain lends it-

self for experiments on the organization of published informa-

tion in a structured format.
Table 1
Structured information in the submission spreadsheet

Protein Inter

Minimal
Label (FREE TEXT) PMI
Name given to the protein by the author PubM
AC (FREE TEXT) Inter
Protein identifier Inter

to th
Database (COMBO BOX) Figur
The reference database for the interactors.
This should normally be UniProt or RefSeq

The

Taxid (FREE TEXT) Inter
Protein NCBI taxonomy identifier The

inter
Experimental_role (COMBO BOX) Inter
The role played by the protein in the experiment (e.g.: bait or prey) The

Optional
Biological role (COMBO BOX) Bioso
The biological role of the protein in the interaction (for instance
enzyme or enzyme target). Usually �unspecified�

The
inter

Identification (COMBO BOX) Bioso
The method used to identify the protein in the interaction The
Expression level (COMBO BOX) Bioso
The expression level of the protein in the organism or the cell line
(endogenous, under-expressed, over-expressed)

The

Sample process (COMBO BOX)
Indicates the sample context in which each interacting molecule
is presented to its partner
Tag (COMBO BOX)
If the protein has been tagged
Binding range (FREE TEXT)
The protein binding range identified as sufficient to mediate
the interaction.
Protein domain (FREE TEXT)
The protein domain involved in the interaction (use the
InterPRO identifier)
Binding range identification (COMBO BOX)
The method used to identify the binding range
Binding range sequence (FREE TEXT)
The amino acid sequence of the binding range
Modification type (COMBO BOX)
Here you may describe post-translational modifications that are
either required for interaction or are a result of the interaction.
Modification is resulting (COMBO BOX)
This field permits to define whether the modification in the previous
field is a �prerequisite� (required for the binding) or �resulting�
(resulting from the interaction; e.g.: phosphorylation)
Modification detection
The method used to identify the modification
Modification range (FREE TEXT)
The range of the modified sequence (can be a single amino acid)
Mutation type (COMBO BOX)
Use it to describe whether the mutation increase or decrease the
interaction strength
Mutation detection (COMBO BOX)
The method used to identify the mutation
Mutation range (FREE TEXT)
The range of the mutated sequence (can be a single residue)
Mutation from aa/to aa (COMBO BOX)
Use these boxes to specify the amino acid substitution
(e.g.: Ala234Gly)
The pilot experiment described here builds on a recent pro-

posal by a large community of experts working in the protein

interaction field. The core of this proposal is MIMIx, the min-

imum information required for reporting molecular interaction

experiments [19]. Editors and authors are urged to adhere to

this proposal whose acceptance is expected to yield publica-

tions of increasing clarity and to more accurate databases en-

tries. The FEBS Letters editorial board was prompt in
action

D/D.O.I. (free text)
ed identifier/Digital Object Identifier

action number (FREE TEXT)
actions must be numbered to group interactors. Proteins associated
e same number (e.g.: 1) participate in the same interaction
e (FREE TEXT)

figure reporting the experiment that supports the interaction

action type (COMBO BOX)
type of interaction. It can be ‘‘physical interaction’’, ‘‘direct
action’’ or any type of many enzymatic reactions
action detection (COMBO BOX)
experimental method used to detect the interaction

urce_taxid (FREE TEXT)
organism taxid of the cell line or the organism where the
action has been detected. In case of in vitro experiment choose �1
urce_cell_type (FREE TEXT)

name of the cell line where the interaction has been detected
urce_tissue (FREE TEXT)

name of the tissue where the interaction has been detected



Table 2
Automatic composition of structured, human-readable paragraphs

Rules to assemble a structured abstract sentence

Relationship between two proteins: i.e. protein_A
binds to protein_B

Structure Database_identifier

Entity_1(database:identifier) relationship (ontology_id)

Entity_2(database:identifier) by Experimental_method

(ontology_id)

Example MINT-6166774:

CDK1 (uniprotkb:P06493) phosphorylates (MI:0217)

MgcRacGAP (uniprotkb:Q9H0H5) by protein kinase

assay (MI:0424)

Relationship between more than two proteins: i.e.
protein_A and protein_B and protein_C form a complex

Structure Database_identifier

Entity_1(database:identifier) relationship (ontology_id)

with

Entity_2 (database:identifier), . . .

Entity_n(database:identifier) by Experimental_method

(ontology_id)
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responding to this appeal and thanks to the collaboration with

the MINT database and the support of the publisher, a work-

flow was established to allow for efficient handling of the

manuscripts, to assist the authors in the new task and to antic-

ipate and smooth out the problems that might arise at each

phase of the editorial process (Fig. 2).

This 6 months experiment started at the beginning of 2008

and the results are expected to form the basis for a discussion

with a wider community for the definition of a proposal to be

submitted to a larger number of journal editorial boards. The

aim of this experiment is threefold:

� To develop and fine tune simple tools to facilitate data en-

tries and the authors selection of terms from controlled

vocabularies.

� To propose a text layout for a structured abstract to be ap-

pended to the traditional abstract.

� To investigate and estimate the authors� degree of interest

(and competence) to invest their time in a project implicat-

ing them as active players in this ‘‘editorial revolution’’.

Although it might be desirable to involve reviewers.
Example MINT-6166596:

MKLP1 (uniprotkb:Q02241) physically interacts

(MI:0218) with MgcRacGAP (uniprotkb:Q9H0H5),

B56e (uniprotkb:Q16537), PP2A-cat (uniprotkb:P67775)

by co-immunoprecipitation (MI:0019)
5. Submission tools

We anticipate that, by the end of this experiment, we will

have in our hands a text-mining tool to scan the text of accepted

manuscripts so highlighting mentions of genes and proteins and

proposing database identifiers for the author validation.

The FEBS Letters experiment mainly addresses manuscripts

reporting small scale experiments and adopts the MIMIx rec-

ommendation for submission of structured data. Large scale

datasets will be directly submitted to databases using one of

the options offered by IMEx databases (http://imex.source-

forge.net/MIMIx/index.html). To facilitate submission by the

authors who are not familiar with the XML format IMEx dat-

abases have developed an Excel spreadsheet containing

instructions and hyperlinks to databases and ontology look

up services. For the FEBS Letters experiment we have built

on this tool and we have expanded it to allow for submission

of a richer representation of evidence of molecular interaction.

The spreadsheet can be downloaded from the MINT web

site (ftp://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/pub/structuredabstract/MINT_

submission_form.xls). To facilitate the authors� task the

spreadsheet contains brief descriptions of the requested

information and a precompiled example. The two columns in

Table 1 report the fields describing the nature of the experi-

mental evidence (right) and the characteristics of the partici-

pating partners (left). The authors are requested to fill at

least the �essential� fields, corresponding to the MIMIx infor-

mation, but are also encouraged to fill the optional fields to

report richer information content. If left empty, the optional

fields are filled in by MINT curators.
6. Structured summary

A structured abstract, as proposed by Seringhaus and Ger-

stein is an XML-coded machine-readable summary to be pub-

lished alongside the traditional abstract to facilitate

information capture by automatic tools. This simple proposal

poses some problems if, as desirable, the structured informa-

tion is to feature in the PubMed version of the abstract. In
addition, due to being optimized for computer parsing, the

XML structure suffers from poor human readability.

For this pilot experiment we chose a compromise between

precision in reporting information and human readability.

The proposed structured summary in FEBS Letters is a series

of paragraphs each of which contains a relationship between

two biological entities qualified by the experimental method

that was used to support the relationship. Each sentence is pre-

ceded by one or more identifiers pointing to the corresponding

database entries that contain all the details of the structured

information, as submitted in the spreadsheet. Although most

of the sentences, in this pilot experiment, will point to MINT

entries, the proposed structure can easily be extended to con-

tain identifiers from other databases storing protein interac-

tions or different types of relationships between biological

entities. The protein entities participating in the interaction

are identified with the name used by the authors in the main

text but will be qualified by the corresponding identifiers in

the Uniprot database (RefSeq identifiers are also acceptable).

All the remaining terms used to compile the structured sen-

tences are either taken from the PSI controlled vocabulary

or mapped to terms defined in this ontology. By following

the simple rules illustrated in Table 2, the structured sentence

can be automatically composed from the author-compiled

spreadsheet. The structured summary will be submitted as

plain text to PubMed but will be fully hyperlinked to MINT,

UniProt and to the ontology look up service at the EBI in

the online version at the FEBS Letters web site.
7. Author awareness and competence

Although eventually, after a wider community acceptance,

the authors might be required to submit structured information,

http://imex.sourceforge.net/MIMIx/index.html
http://imex.sourceforge.net/MIMIx/index.html
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in this experiment we wanted to test their degree of awareness

and willingness to collaborate. As such the authors are in-

formed of the experiment and are asked whether they want

to participate only after manuscript acceptance. Since the

experiment started recently, only seven manuscripts were

considered fit for the experiment at the time of writing this re-

view. Two of the corresponding authors chose not to partici-

pate without offering specific reasons. The remaining five

were willing to participate and were presented with the submis-

sion spreadsheet. Four of them returned the structured infor-

mation promptly and, with little extra help, they were able

to provide structured information requiring minor editing.

The main hurdle encountered by some authors was the identi-

fication of the unit of experimental information representing

an interaction or a database entry. The fifth author who ac-

cepted to participate to the experiment encountered major dif-

ficulties while attempting to identify the requested information

and needed substantial help from the MINT team. However,

once provided with the precompiled spreadsheet, he was able

to approve it after correcting a couple of inaccuracies due to

misinterpretation by the MINT curators. Although it might

eventually be advisable to involve reviewers in this procedure,

as illustrated in Fig. 2, only authors and database curators are

involved in the annotation of the structured information in this

pilot experiment. The authors submit the compiled spreadsheet

whose accuracy and completeness is double-checked by MINT

curators. In case of incomplete annotation or conflict in the

interpretation, curators consult the authors till they get to an

agreement.

In this initial phase of the experiment it is not easy to esti-

mate the extra time invested by the authors and compare it

with the time saved by the MINT curators, since a substantial

amount of work went into developing and tuning the tools, set-

ting up procedures and exchanging mail with the authors.

What is saved because of the authors� familiarity with the bio-

logical problem and the experimental set up is lost because of

their lack of experience in understanding the structure of a

database entry and the identification of the correct identifiers

and ontological terms. Even from this limited experience it is

clear that the interaction between authors and curators guar-

antees an enhanced accuracy of database entries.
8. Conclusions

Databases will never replace journal articles and the richness

of data discussion characterizing standard scientific text will

never be completely captured in a structured format. However,

there is a growing community awareness that much data about

interaction between biological entities is not efficiently used be-

cause of the difficulties of retrieving it from unstructured text.

Databases attempt to capture such information and to orga-

nize it in a structured format while maintaining the relation-

ship with the supporting evidence in the article figures, tables

or text. However, their efforts have met with insufficient and

inconsistent funding.

These manually curated resources are widely seen as a guar-

antor of quality despite potential for curator errors or incon-

sistent interpretation or application of curation guidelines. In

fact recent comparison of records of the same article curated

by different databases revealed a level of inconsistency that is
higher than acceptable. IMEx databases have tackled this

problem by adhering to common curation depth and standards

and by developing a common controlled vocabulary and cura-

tion manual.

Here we have presented an editorial experiment aimed at

testing the proposal that, in order to improve coverage and

accuracy, the work performed by database curators should

be distributed throughout the scientific community and that

the authors should play a major role in ensuring that the re-

sults of their published experiments are reported without leav-

ing the possibility of any ambiguous interpretations. The

authors are the most knowledgeable about the experiments

they are reporting and the most interested in having their re-

sults accurately represented. Their involvement in this process

should greatly increase coverage and accuracy of database en-

tries. The experience gained in this 6 month experiment should

form the basis for a discussion to generate a community pro-

posal to be widely implemented in the publication process.

At present the FEBS Letters proposal does not involve any

software tool for information extraction. It is unlikely that in a

near future text-mining tools will completely remove the need

for human experts in the process of information extraction.

However, protein names can be efficiently and automatically

identified and normalized [9]. Although user-friendly tools to

automatically annotate biological text are not yet available,

it is not difficult to imagine a strategy by which the authors

are offered a computer annotated text and asked to accept or

remove the automatic annotation.
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